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SUMMARY 

This report presents a technical evaluation and assessment of the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on 
"Aerodynamic Data Accuracy and Quality: Requirements and Capabilities in Wind Tunnel Testing", held 28 September to 1 
October 1987 in Naples, Italy. The three major issues the Symposium addressed were: 

®     what are the actual demands in terms of data accuracy that the users have on facilities? 

®     what accuracy is presently achieved in our modern facilities? 

•     what measures can be taken to improve the situation? 

Users have demanded a requirement that cruise drag be measured to a precision of one drag count for transports and two 
drag counts for military fighters. This requirement was demonstrated possible. It must be emphasised that this demand is 
practical when reference methods are possible. No statements of requirements were offered for the direct scaling concept. 
Certainly, one or two drag count uncertainty in this case is not state-of-the-art. 

Improving the state-of-the-art will require a thorough understanding of all those parameters which significantly 
contribute to wind tunnel uncertainty, both bias and precision. A reduction in total uncertainty appears possible but a 
reduction to a level of one or two drag counts also appears formidable. 

It is recommended that the wind tunnel community standardize its approach to dealing with data uncertainty. 

Ce rapport represente une evaluation technique du Symposium organise par le Panel AGARD de la Dynamique des 
fluides ä Naples enltalie du 28 septembre au ler octobre 1987, sur le theme "La precision et les exigences enmatiere de qualite 
des donnees aerodynamiques: Les possibilites offertes par les essais en soufflerie". 

Les trois questions principales debattues lors du symposium furent les suivantes: 

• que demandent reellement les utilisateurs concemant la precision des donnees sur les moyens dont ils disposent? 

• quelle est la precision atteinte par nos moyens modernes ä l'heure actuelle? 

9     queEes sont les mesures ä prendre afin d'ameliorer la situation? 

Les utilisateurs ont demande ä ce que la trainee en croisiere soit mesuree avec une precision d'un point de trainee sur les 
aeronefs de transport et de deux points pour les avions de combat. La faisabilite de cette operation a ete demontre. Pourtant, il 
est ä souligner que de telles mesures sont seulement realisables que lorsque des methodes de reference sont possibles. Aucune 
description des specifications n'a ete donnee en ce qui conceme le concept de pesee directe. II est clair qu'une imprecision d'un 
ou de deux points de trainee dans ce cas n'est pas representatif de l'etat de l'art. 

Toute amelioration de l'etat de l'art dans ce domaine passe necessairement par une etude approfondie de tous les facteurs 
ayant une influence significative sur l'imprecision de resultats en soufflerie, quel que soit l'alteration ou la precision des 
mesures. 

Bien qu'une diminution globale d'imprecision semble realisable, l'obtention d'une precision d'un ou deux points de 
trainee reste une täche ardue. 

En conclusion, il est recommande aux experts en soufflerie de normaliser leurs methodes, face au probleme de 
l'imprecision des donnees. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The theme of this symposium pointed out that the main instrument of experimental aerodynamic:; 
continues to be the wind tunnel. Also theoretical computations using sophisticated CFD procedures have 
become a most useful added tool to the designer, but CFD verification has placed an added requirement 
upon the wind tunnel experimentalist for high quality experimental data. Three questions were raised by 
the theme of the symposium. 

®   What are the actual demands in terms of data accuracy that the users have on facilities? 

®   What accuracy is presently achieved in our modern facilities? 

a   What measures can be taken to improve the situations? 

Assessment of how well these questions were answered will be addressed in the Conclusions, Section 3.0. 
This report will not attempt an evaluation of each individual paper but attempt to offer some general 
observations on each session. It is not within the evaluator's capability to offer expert commentary on 
each paper, consequently it will not be attempted. Besides, my view of the value of a contribution may have 
some bias, to use an often used term of the symposium, based on my background, that could, be opposite 
and completely different than that of another just as equally valid view. 

2. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

2.1 GENERAL - The terminology used throughout the symposium by various authors was troublesome and 
sometimes inconsistent between papers, which led to confusion in the discussion of the overall subject of 
"accuracy." The words accuracy, error, data repeatability, uncertainty, precision, etc. were repeatedly used 
but there was little uniformity in the use of the terms. For example, quite often the term "accuracy" was 
used to mean precision uncertainty and at other times it indicated total uncertainty as well as repeatability. 
The propulsion test community has adopted a reasonably consistent terminology. Perhaps the wind tunnel 
community could adopt the same terminology or at least an attempt should be made to use a consistent set 
of terminology. Three papers were noted to use consistent terminology, i.e. references 5, 7, and 8. These 
terms basically are uncertainty, bias, and precision. The total uncertainty is defined to be made up of bias 
and precision terms. The same references used a similar math model to calculate bias and precision which 
also serves an excellent basis for comparing data uncertainty. 

Most papers presented in the symposium dealt with data taken from low speed and transonic wind 
tunnels. One paper addressed problems with hypersonic Mach number characterization. The session on 
requirements, references 31 - 34, presented excellent discussions of goals to achieve in wind tunnel testing. 
As was pointed out by Krenz, Reference 31, current day aircraft, especially transport aircraft, can rely on 
"reference methods" to design aircraft. Reference methods have proven to work very well. They, 
however,do depend upon a well substantiated data base (from developed aircraft) which generally exists for 
subsonic and transonic transport aircraft. Reference methods have proven reliable using data from 
conventional wind tunnels for small configuration changes. Whenever a baseline of data does not exist 
"direct scaling" techniques must be employed. In this case the designer is faced with predicting flight 
performance based only on wind tunnel results, perhaps aided by analytical calculation. Therefore, the 
many uncertainties built into the wind tunnel data from sources such as lack of Reynold's number simulation, 
tunnel effects, and instrumentation contribute to a substantial overall uncertainly. The paper by Whoric and 
Hobbs, Reference 5, showed this by calculating a total uncertainty based on extrapolating wind tunnel data 
to flight. For a transport configuration the total uncertainty was as much as 40 drag counts or about 15% of 
total cruise drag. This is probably a worst case but it does illustrate the large uncertainty which can arise 
from using "direct scaling " techniques. With completely new configurations operating in an uncharted 
flight regime "direct scaling" may be the only choice until a developmental data base is established. 
Hypersonic aircraft development is experiencing this problem even now. 

Several papers mentioned that the designer prefers a precision of one drag count from the wind tunnel 
for transport configurations. Several papers also showed that a precision of one drag count was possible in 
wind tunnel test, provided great diligence and care was taken. 

For military fighter aircraft a measurement precision of two drag counts is acceptable for cruise and five 
drag counts for low speed testing. These requirements are also within the capabilities of current wind 
tunnel testing techniques. According to Ewald, Reference 27, cryogenic balance state-of-the-art has not 
developed to the point of measuring drag to a precision of one or two drag counts. The basic problem is 
designing a balance that compensates for or is insensitive to thermal gradients. An obvious question then is 
which approach provides least uncertainty; cryogenic testing at high Reynold's number or testing at 
conventional temperatures in conventional low Reynold's number wind tunnels and extrapolating the data 
to flight Reynold's number.  The answer to this question is not obvious but I'm sure the aircraft designe 



would want to know before planning his test program. Other considerations including cost are important 
also. 

Those things which contribute to bias uncertainty in the wind tunnel include, for example, wall and 
support interference, tunnel turbulence level, flow quality, viscous simulation, internal flow corrections, 
base and cavity effects, aeroelasticity, etc. It should be realized by all aircraft designers that many of these 
bias effects are tunnel dependent and, when comparisons are made of aerodynamic data between tunnels, 
differences are to be expected. Often, reconciling data between wind tunnels is very challenging. But the 
aircraft designer and tunnel operator need to reconcile data to understand causes of data uncertainty. 
3etter flight predictions will result especially when "direct scaling" techniques are used or required. 

2.2 Wind Tunnel Data Comparison - SESSION I - In Session I we had more than one vivid illustration of the 
difficulty of thoroughly understanding data on similar or identical configurations taken from different wind 
tunnels. It seems that all data in some way must be adjusted to account for at least some "tunnel effect" or 
effects. All of the data presented in this session was subsonic or transonic aerodynamic data. One wonders 
as our interest grows again toward supersonic and hypersonic flows just what problems in wind tunnel data 
interpretation will present themselves. We will be confronted by the reduction of some problems, such as 
wall interference perhaps, but take on the added complexity of real gas aerodynamics and the difficulties of 
duplicating flight conditions. 

This session has reconfirmed the value and importance of comparing aerodynamic data on the same 
model in different wind tunnels. These exercises usually reward us with a better understanding of our 
respective wind tunnels, adjustments, and corrections which must and should be applied to aerodynamic 
data. In this connection I was somewhat bothered by seeing comparisons made between wind tunnels 
when free transition is used. Free transition has its place in conducting wind tunnel investigations, but 
tunnel-to-tunnel comparisons will be at best difficult and questionable without fixing transition. 

2.3 Uncertainty Analysis - SESSION II - Two papers dealt with wind tunnel results and two with propulsion 
test results. Uncertainty analysis has been used routinely in the propulsion test community for several years. 
Although a paper, Reference 5, in this session presented a similar analysis to four wind tunnel case studies, 
the procedure does not appear to be universally routine. Perhaps the wind tunnel community can learn 
something here from the propulsion test community. If the wind tunnel community could agree to a proper 
mathematical model, a more structured basis for characterizing and comparing results from different wind 
tunnels would exist. We must bear in mind that such analysis does not contribute to physical insight, but it 
does form a common basis for comparing contributions of all factors which contribute to uncertainty. As 
was pointed out in Reference 5 such analysis can also give "fiscal" guidance to solve problems giving the 
highest pay off. The quoted balance uncertainties for the cruise conditions do seem a bit frightening; these 
are mostly bias uncertainties, however. Improved balance design and calibration appears justified. Both 
wind tunnel papers in Session II also reminded us of the importance of having a proper force accounting 
system for the configuration of interest. Facility flow quality should be well known, proven test techniques 
used, boundary layer simulation well thought out, wall interference accounted for, and propulsion 
interactionsthoroughly evaluated. 

2.4 Drag Accuracy Achievements - SESSION III - In this session an assortment of activities were presented, 
including new afterbody drag measurement rigs, some recent drag measurements and procedures, flow 
stability effects on drag measurements, and some direct and inferred statements about drag accuracy 
measurements. The term accuracy is somewhat confusing. The papers use this term in the context of 
repeatability or precision for the most part, but not always. A precision uncertainty of one or two drag 
counts has been shown to be possible. 

The effort to reduce test cost by using continuous sweep testing certainly has merit, but as shown there is 
a penalty to pay in force measurements that might not be acceptable, depending on uncertainty 
requirements. 

It was noted that one drag count on the A310 was equivalent to 0.01 deg angle-of-attack. Knowing flow 
angularity to 0.02° deg is a challenge itself. At this point in the symposium a clear statement on force 
measurement requirements and wind tunnel capabilities had not been made. The AEDC data of 20 to 40 
drag counts uncertainty was not very comforting. However, ARA has set their goal at 5 counts, which I take 
they believe is possible and practical. 

2.5 Facility Problems - SESSION IV - Session IV dealt with a number of facility issues including flow 
unsteadiness, nozzle design on flow quality, wall interference and support interference. With regard to flow 
unsteadiness it seems mandatory that this be characterized for every wind tunnel, as well as how free 
transition is affected. Otherwise boundary layer simulations cannot be adequately addressed. Neither can 
free-transition comparisons be addressed between facilities. 

Another point worth noting, and vividly shown in this session, is that CFD has become very useful to the 
wind tunnel experimentalist. The qualitative and sometimes quantitative design of model supports and 
other devices as well as definition of their interference effects can be routinely handled, providing much less 
trial-and-error in designing test capabilities. 

This session also had three papers dealing with the wall boundary effects on aerodynamic data. To me 
the uncertainty caused by wall boundary effects can be thought of as a bias which is a function of the wall 
configuration and model configuration and size. In the context of this symposium perhaps we should begin 
to think this way. Transonic wall interference is not a satisfactorily solved problem as yet. We do have 
considerable attention on this issue in Europe and North America and useful solutions may be near. We 
already know adaptive walls work and this may be the ultimate solution, especially if wall interference 
assessment and corrective procedures become too complex and computationally involved. 

2.6 Simulation Problems - SESSION V - In Session V we first heard reports on the results of WG09 activity on 
boundary layer simulation and control for wind tunnel model testing.   This working group has drawn 



together a valuable reference document, which should serve the transonic wind tunnel community, industry, 
and researchers for a while until research has advanced this somewhat engineering "black art" to a more 
sound physical basis. The research committee's efforts have lead the way in this respect. The suggested 
methodology, as mentioned in the presentation, is not a cookbook, but it should serve as a basis for creating 
ordered thinking when boundary layer simulation is needed, which is most of the time. 

Also it was mentioned that the results of this work will serve as the basis for an AGARD Special Course. 
The course is intended for engineers and researchers, wind tunnel people, aircraft designers, and academia 
who must deal with the subject. 

This session also contained an excellent review of experimental buffet simulation techniques and 
problems using the wind tunnel to predict flight. Finally, turbine powered simulators and their calibration 
was discussed as related to transport aircraft testing. It was reported that 1 count repeatability was 
achievable for jet interaction experimental testing and a suggestion was made that this could be improved. 

2.7 Progress in Testing Techniques - SESSION VI - In this session a very wide variety of subjects were 
discussed each of which is perhaps deserving of more extensive discussion. Although I said I would not 
comment about a specific paper I am making an exception. Prof Ewald's comments, Reference 7, and 
analysis about potential improvements in the conventional strain gage balance are particularly interesting 
and comforting, especially with repeatability requirements being one drag count or better. On the other 
hand the somewhat pessimistic outlook on cryogenic tunnel balances is not so comforting. Question: Can 
we extrapolate or correct low Reynold's data to high Reynold's number with less uncertainty than making 
measurements at high Reynold's number under cryogenic conditions? 

2.8 - Requirements - SESSION VII - The final session of this symposium was on requirements. Wind tunnel 
requirements for CFD verification were addressed qualitatively with some quantification. We were given 
some excellent examples to help our thinking. We also had an excellent lecture on unsteady wind tunnel 
testing requirements and capabilities, some of the measurement techniques, and concepts for viscous effects 
simulation and wall interference. These concerns certainly sound familiar. Krenz, Reference 31, gave an 
excellent review of wind tunnel data precision requirements for transport aircraft. 

3.CONCLUSIONS 

In general the three theme question mentioned in the introduction of this report were addressed in this 
symposium and answers provided. Users have demanded a requirement that cruise drag be measured to a 
precision of one drag count for transports and two drag counts for military jfighters. This requirement was 
demonstrated possible. Again it must be emphasized that this demand is practical when reference methods 
are possible. No statements of requirements were offered for the direct scaling concept. Certainly, one or 
two drag count uncertainty in this case is not state-of-the-art. Improving the state-of-the-art will require a 
thorough understanding of all those parameters which significantly contribute to wind tunnel uncertainty, 
both bias and precision. As mentioned earlier each wind tunnel has its own unique biases. Research and 
procedures developed will be needed in most instances for most tunnels to quantify corrections which 
should be applied to reduce total uncertainty. A reduction in total uncertainty appears possible but a 
reduction to a level of one or two drag counts also appears formidable. An assessment of the requirements 
in cases where direct scaling is needed should be done. 

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The wind tunnel community should standardize its approach to dealing with data uncertainty. Such a 
standard approach would provide a command basis for comparing wind tunnel results and possibly aid in 
improving flight performance predictions based on wind tunnel data. It would result in a better 
understanding of "Wind Tunnel"effects on data uncertainty. Perhaps the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel 
could sponsor a working group to address the issue and make detailed recommendations. 
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accuracy is presently achieved; and what can be done to improve the situation? Users have 
asked that cruise drag be measured to a precision of one drag count for transports and two 
for military fighters; and it was shown that this is possible when reference methods can be 
used. However, one or two drag count uncertainty is not state-of-the-art for the direct 
scaling concept and improvement will require a thorough understanding of all those 
parameters which significantly contribute to wind tunnel uncertainty, including bias and 
precision. A reduction in total uncertainty appears possible but a reduction to a level of one 
or two drag count also appears formidable. 
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